Measurement instruments play a critical role in nursing research and clinical practice. Nursing has promoted the use of evidenced-based practices for integrating clinical expertise with research to improve patient outcomes. Health care organizations increasingly rely on nursing to utilize evidenced-based research to improve patient outcomes and decrease costs. To meet these demands, nurses must be able to not only adequately critique research but also assess the quality of the research on which nursing practices are based. Most health care research studies are conducted using scores from an instrument that is used to measure the primary outcome for that study. For example, questionnaires-commonly used instruments-have been used to measure such items as the success or failure of an intervention, the satisfaction of nurses with their work environment, and patient satisfaction. Critiquing the quality of measurement instruments is integral to ensuring that the results reported in a research study are appropriately applied in clinical practice. A measurement instrument's quality is assessed using two standard indicators: reliability and validity.
There is an incorrect belief that measurement instruments, rather than the scores themselves, are reliable. Score reliabilities vary across settings, populations, and different administrations of the instrument, and it is for these reasons that reliability should be estimated and reported for each administration of the instrument. Reporting the instrument's score reliability is necessary because measurement error can negatively affect the results of a study, which can produce invalid or inconsistent outcomes. In addition, the reporting of validity is just as important because the items on the instrument should clearly represent the concept that is being studied to achieve construct validity.
The underreporting of psychometric properties of an instrument used in nursing research makes it difficult to evaluate the usefulness of the instrument and confidently utilize research evidence in clinical practice. Reporting the reliability and validity of an instrument based on prior studies is a good practice for comparative purposes and for demonstrating the usefulness of the instrument in a particular sample or population. However, this practice does not apply to successive studies. It is essential that researchers estimate the reliability and validity based on the sample used in each unique study. Further, researchers should report a sufficient number of demographic characteristics about the sample to allow readers to determine the representativeness of the sample under study. In doing so, this will allow researchers to combine the results of individual studies to assess the usefulness of instruments using a technique known as meta-analysis.
Meta-analysis is a powerful method to assess the quality of measurement instruments used in nursing research and synthesize evidence across studies to confidently make clinical practice decisions. With an increase in research studies being published, it becomes difficult, if not impossible, for clinicians and nurse leaders to read everything published on a particular topic. To assist in closing the gap between research and practice, meta-analysis is utilized to pool data from independent studies that have examined the same or similar clinical issues and synthesized research results. These results are then able to be more effectively utilized when making clinical practice decisions. Regarding psychometric testing, the reliability coefficients across studies utilizing the same instrument can be pooled to produce a mean-weighted effect size across independent studies. The pooling of reliability coefficients is critical because reliability is a prerequisite to achieving valid conclusions that will be used to improve clinical practice. The validity of an instrument may also be estimated using a meta-analytic approach by analyzing relationships between an outcome variable and a set of criterion variables.
Graduate and doctoral programs must place a greater emphasis on measurement techniques and the importance of reporting score reliability and
